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2016 Political Upheaval 
Year of the Populist Outsiders: 
Anti-Establishment Candidates

Bernie Sanders
&

Donald Trump



Initial Democratic Party 
Candidates



PERHAPS it’s apt in this wild primary season that one of the candidates leading the 
Democratic presidential race here is not even a Democrat. At least, not yet.
U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders, the Independent from Vermont, joins four other 
Democratic candidates in addressing the New Hampshire Democratic Party’s state 
convention Saturday at the Verizon Wireless Arena in Manchester. He will soon join 
the party.
Sanders state director Julia Barnes said Sanders will, at some point, register 
as a Democrat.



Popular 
Vote

Popular 
Vote

Initial Republican Candidates 
(Ran in Primaries)



Trump focused his campaign on the issues of fair trade, eliminating the national debt, and 
achieving universal healthcare as outlined in the campaign companion piece The America 
We Deserve, released in January 2000. He named media proprietor Oprah Winfrey as his 
ideal running mate and said he would instantly marry his girlfriend, Melania Knauss, to 
make her First Lady. Critics questioned the seriousness of Trump's campaign and speculated 
that it was a tactic to strengthen his brand and sell books.
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Red States / Blue 
States 

(And Few Purple States)

Left/Right Spectrum



But Perhaps a 
Little More Purple 
than We Generally 

Think

Obama Romney



Results by county, shaded according to winning candidate's percentage of the vote.

2012 Presidential Election

A Very Different Map at the County 
Level 





2012

Popular vote by county shaded on a scale 
from red/Republican to blue/Democratic.

Many Purple Counties, 
But A Reddish Map 

Overall



Cartogram of popular vote by county shaded on a scale from red/Republican to blue/Democratic where each county has been rescaled in 
proportion to its population.

But When Scaled to 
Population, Slightly More 

Blue



2012

2000

Relatively 
Consistent 

Spatial 
Patterns 

Since Turn of 
the Century

Main Exception: “Red-
Shift” in Rural Upper-

South 



Shades of red are for Eisenhower (Republican), shades of blue are for Stevenson (Democratic), and shades of 
green are for Unpledged Electors/Andrews (Independent/States' Rights)

How Far Back in Time to 
Find a Completely 
Different Pattern?

Republican
Democrat
Unpledged

1956



Stevenson proposed 
significant increases in 
government spending for 
social programs and treaties 
with the Soviet Union to 
lower military spending and 
end nuclear testing on both 
sides.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Union
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1976: Carter Vs. Ford

As Recently as 1976, A Very Different Electoral Map Indeed



As Recently as 1992 ....



When It Comes To Primary Elections, 
Little Trace of Red/Blue Divide 

Blue
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But: Problems of Comparability: 
Primary Elections Vs. Caucuses

Sanders Favored in Caucuses



Open Vs. Closed:  Do “Open Systems” 
Favor Sanders?



Maps of the Democratic Party primary and caucus dates, 2016.

Problems of Date: Sanders Gaining 
Momentum?: West Virginia & Indiana



County Level: Clinton Vs. Sanders: 
A South/North Divide?

Indiana Vs. Ohio? West Virginia. Oklahoma



Strongest Sanders Support In Some of 
the Most Republican States (Utah & 

Idaho)

Washington Vs. Oregon



Strongest Clinton 
Support: 

African American 
Majority Counties in 

the South



Quite the 
Opposite of 

2008.
Green=Sanders
Brown=Clinton

Green=Clinton
Purple=Obama



Democratic Primary Results (popular vote or delegate equivalent). Purple denotes an Obama win and gold a Clinton win.

2016
Gold=Clinton

Green=Sanders

2008
Gold=Clinton
Purple=Obama



Urban (& Some 
Suburban)

Areas In North Favor 
Clinton; Rural Areas 

Favor
Sanders  





New York State Exit Poll Continued



New York State Exit Poll Continued



Population 
Density and 

Voting in 
Massachusetts

Amherst



New York 
City

(& Especially 
Manhattan): 

Clinton 
Territory

Some 
Exceptions:
Williamsburg
Ditmars/ 
    Steinway
East Village 





Remaining Large States
Densely Populated New Jersey: 

Trending to Clinton



California: Likewise, Trending To 
Clinton



FiveThirtyEight

http://fivethirtyeight.com/
http://fivethirtyeight.com/




LA Times

Unlike statewide primaries — where voters now choose any candidate, no matter the political 
party — the presidential contests are controlled by the parties themselves. Democrats have 
opened up their primary between Hillary Clinton and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders to voters 
that have no political affiliation, known in California as having "no party preference."

But the lawsuit alleges 
elections officials in some of 
California's 58 counties aren't 
making that clear to these 
unaffiliated voters.
"There's mass confusion," 
Simpich said in an interview 
on Saturday night. "This is a 
situation that really shouts 
out for some uniformity."

http://www.latimes.com/topic/politics-government/government/hillary-clinton-PEPLT007433-topic.html
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Clinton's lead was by 1,923 votes, according to the Kentucky 
secretary of state's office -- with 46.8% of the vote to Sanders' 
46.3%. Clinton won 28 delegates to Sanders' 27.

Sanders has an extremely narrow path to the Democratic nomination, which rests largely 
on winning a majority of pledged delegates and then convincing superdelegates backing 
Clinton to switch sides. Sanders needs more delegates to clinch the nomination, 856, than 
are available in the remaining contests, 781.





Blue denotes a Kerry win, yellow an Edwards win, green a Dean win and orange for Clark.

Democratic Party presidential primaries, 2004
Earlier Recent Primaries Much Less Hotly Contested
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Gore won every statewide contest.

Democratic Party 
presidential primaries, 2000



1992 Democratic presidential 
primaries



2016 Republican Contest



Republicans: Some “Winner Take All” 
States



Results By States, Thus Far
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New York Republican Exit Polls







Trump's yuuuuuuuge win in the New York State primary on Tuesday was marred by the billionaire developer's loss to Ohio Gov. John Kasich in 
Manhattan — the Big Apple borough that The Donald calls home.
The only county that Trump lost in the entire Empire State was New York County, which encompasses Manhattan.
Trump's flop on Broadway, and elsewhere in Manhattan's environs, is noteworthy for several reasons, including the fact that the Trump name is 
plastered on buildings around the borough.

Manhattan Republicans gave 45 percent, or 11,251 of their primary votes, to Kasich.
But they gave just 41 percent, or 10,393 of their votes, to the hometown boy Trump.

Trump can take some small — very small — solace in his poor Manhattan showing from the fact that he managed 
to eke out a victory against Kasich in the election district in the borough that includes Trump Tower, the 
Fifth Avenue building where Trump has his office.

http://www.cnbc.com/john-kasich/
http://www.cnbc.com/john-kasich/


2012 Republican 
Contest: Primacy of 

States



2008



Red denotes a Bush win, yellow denotes 
a McCain win

2000



The second Trump-voter story focused on the typical demographic breakdowns: gender, race, 
and age. Back in December, a Washington Post analysis found that Trump's support 
skewed male, white, and poor. The male-female gap was 19 percentage points (47 percent 
support among men vs. 28 percent among women). He won a whopping 50 percent of voters 
making less than $50,000, 18 percentage points ahead of his support with those who earned 
more than that amount.

The single best predictor of Trump support in the GOP primary is the absence of a 
college degree. In an analysis of Trump's blowout win in New Hampshire, Evan Soltas 
determined that the factor explaining most of the variance in Trump's support in New 
Hampshire was education.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2015/12/15/who-really-supports-donald-trump-ted-cruz-ben-carson-marco-rubio-and-jeb-bush-in-5-charts/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2015/12/15/who-really-supports-donald-trump-ted-cruz-ben-carson-marco-rubio-and-jeb-bush-in-5-charts/
http://esoltas.blogspot.com/2016/02/who-is-voting-for-trump.html
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1. “They’re uneducated”
Blue-collar voters certainly make up the bulk of Trump’s large coalition, but he is also doing very well among Republicans with 
college degrees. In six of the statewide GOP exit polls so far, Trump was the most popular candidate among college-educated voters. In 
another six, he was their second-place choice

2. “They’re superconservative”
Many conservatives love Trump, but they’re not alone — and his appeal spans ideologies in ways his rivals can’t match. Cruz’s support tanks 
among self-identified moderates, and Rubio struggles for a significant foothold among those who self-identify as very conservative, but Trump’s 
share of the vote has so far been fairly consistent across ideological boundaries in the exit polls,

3. “They’d hate him if they only knew …”
Until the past few weeks, his adversaries’ main hit on Trump was that he’s a faux conservative: a flip-flopper on abortion, a fan of eminent 
domain, a longtime donor to Democratic politicians. The thing is, Trump’s supporters are not only untroubled by his smattering of 
moderate-to-liberal policy positions — many of his backers share them.

4. “It’s only men”
Like the education gap in Trump’s support shown above, his coalition is gender-skewed, too. More men than women have backed Trump in 
every exit poll so far, with the gap rising to double digits in some places. But Trump has yet to fall below 24 percent support from women in a 
single state, according to those surveys, and he has climbed above 30 percent support in many of them. Simply put, Trump would not have 
been able to get this far in the GOP presidential race — 10 state wins and hundreds of delegates — without significant support from 
female Republican voters.

5. “They’re not serious”
Part of the reason Trump’s candidacy was dismissed by many in 2015 was that many pollsters and analysts did not believe the 
businessman’s gaudy poll numbers would translate to actual votes in caucuses and primaries. Drive-by political observers and 
nonvoters were artificially boosting his polls, we were told, and the actual results wouldn’t reflect the surveys.

Read more: http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/5-myths-about-trump-supporters-220158#ixzz49Wv5iZcn 
Follow us: @politico on Twitter | Politico on Facebook

http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/5-myths-about-trump-supporters-220158#ixzz49Wv5iZcn
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/5-myths-about-trump-supporters-220158#ixzz49Wv5iZcn


It’s been extremely common for news accounts to portray Donald Trump’s 
candidacy as a “working-class” rebellion against Republican elites. There 
are elements of truth in this perspective: Republican voters, especially Trump 
supporters, are unhappy about the direction of the economy. Trump voters have 
lower incomes than supporters of John Kasich or Marco Rubio. And things have 
gone so badly for the Republican “establishment” that the party may be facing an 
existential crisis.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-understood-the-voters-the-gop-forgot/2016/05/02/22011614-1088-11e6-81b4-581a5c4c42df_story.html
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Nate Silver 
(538 Website) 



Since Donald Trump effectively wrapped up the Republican nomination this month, I’ve seen a 
lot of critical self-assessments from empirically minded journalists — FiveThirtyEight included, 
twice over — about what they got wrong on Trump. This instinct to be accountable for one’s 
predictions is good since the conceit of “data journalism,” at least as I see it, is to apply the 
scientific method to the news. That means observing the world, formulating hypotheses 
about it, and making those hypotheses falsifiable. (Falsifiability is one of the big reasons 
we make predictions.1) When those hypotheses fail, you should re-evaluate the evidence 
before moving on to the next subject. The distinguishing feature of the scientific method is 
not that it always gets the answer right, but that it fails forward by learning from its mistakes.

The big mistake is a curious one for a website that focuses on statistics. Unlike virtually every other 
forecast we publish at FiveThirtyEight — including the primary and caucus projections I just mentioned 
— our early estimates of Trump’s chances weren’t based on a statistical model. Instead, they 
were what we “subjective odds” — which is to say, educated guesses. In other words, we were 
basically acting like pundits, but attaching numbers to our estimates.3 And we succumbed to some 
of the same biases that pundits often suffer, such as not changing our minds quickly enough in the face 
of new evidence. Without a model as a fortification, we found ourselves rambling around the countryside 
like all the other pundit-barbarians, randomly setting fire to things
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John McLaughlin
Who he is: The 88-year-old host of TV’s The McLaughlin Group
When he called it: July 10, 2015
What he said: “Do you realize this man’s achievement? Do you realize the buildings that he’s put up?”

Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski
Who they are: Hosts of MSNBC’s morning show, Morning Joe
When they called it: June 16, 2015, the day Trump announced his candidacy, and pretty much every day since.
What they said: “Anything can happen.” “He’s not a fringe candidate.” “This denial of reality by the mainstream media is actually 
feeding into Donald Trump’s strength.”

Scott Adams
Who he is: Creator of Dilbert, author, blogger.
When he called it: Aug. 5, 2015
What he said: “[I]f Hillary does not coast into the White House as I expect (and this is a prediction, not a preference) you will see a 
Donald Trump presidency.” Later called Trump a “clown genius.”

Howard Stern  
Who he is: Iconic radio host and the patron saint of shock jocks.
When he called it: Aug. 24, 2015  
What he said: “I’ll tell you why I think he’s going to be the nominee: He’s proven that no matter what he says, people dig him,” Stern said on his 
SiriusXM show. “I also think that a lot of people are of the mind that… they hate illegal immigrants but they just feel funny saying it—whether it's 
rational or not.”

https://grabien.com/file.php?id=51525
https://grabien.com/file.php?id=51525
http://blog.dilbert.com/post/125930283831/how-trump-becomes-president
http://blog.dilbert.com/post/125930283831/how-trump-becomes-president
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2015/08/24/howard_stern_trump_will_be_the_republican_nominee_hell_get_shit_done.html
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2015/08/24/howard_stern_trump_will_be_the_republican_nominee_hell_get_shit_done.html




Exactly 16 years ago 
tomorrow, in an episode 
titled “Bart to the Future,” 
the show predicted a 
Donald Trump presidency.
In the 2000 episode, 
Lisa becomes the 
nation’s first “straight 
female” president, 
while brother Bart has 
slacked away his life. 
And from the Oval 
Office, she says, “As 
you know, we’ve 
inherited quite a 
budget crunch from 
President Trump.”

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0767439/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0767439/














Will the Republican 
Establishment Come 
Around to Trump?



May 25, 2016

Will the Conservative Intellectual 
Establishment Come Around to Trump?



A New Electoral Map Shaping Up?



A Morning Consult survey published Tuesday and found Clinton getting 38 percent of the vote, 
Trump 35 and Johnson 10, with 17 percent undecided. A Fox News poll conducted from May 14-17 
showed Trump leading over Clinton, 42 percent to 39 percent, but Johnson at 10 percent as well. 
Lest you think this is some fluky May development, a Monmouth University survey conducted in 
mid-March — while the political universe was still busy wringing its hands over the Republican 
nomination — found that in a three-way race, Clinton would get 42 percent, Trump 34 percent and 
Johnson 11 percent.

Wikipedia: In July 2014, Johnson was named president and CEO of Cannabis Sativa Inc., a Nevada-
based company that aims primarily to sell medical cannabis products in states where medicinal and/
or recreational cannabis is legal

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/05/18/fox-news-poll-trump-tops-clinton-both-seen-as-deeply-flawed-candidates.html
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/05/18/fox-news-poll-trump-tops-clinton-both-seen-as-deeply-flawed-candidates.html
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The possibility of disaffected 
liberals going to a third-party 
candidate sends a shiver through 
Democrats — especially those 
with memories of the 2000 
presidential election — even as it 
delights the Greens and their 
likely nominee, Jill Stein. 
In 2000, votes cast for Green 
Party nominee Ralph Nader may 
have swung the outcome of the 
election to George W. Bush over 
Al Gore, the Democratic nominee.
Stein, who was the Green Party 
nominee in 2012 and is the near-
certain standard-bearer this time 
as well, told The Hill that the 
likelihood of Trump and Clinton 
being the major-party nominees 
“creates a very propitious situation 
for the American people to actually 
have some choices.”

Stein is making a play for 
Sanders supporters. In an 
interview with The Hill, she 
praised him for “really putting 
forward great policies.” 
She added that there is “an 
incredible love affair 
between our supporters and 
Bernie supporters. You can’t 
distinguish them

http://thehill.com/people/al-gore
http://thehill.com/people/al-gore


POLITICO Magazine

Many experts scoff at the idea. “Not a chance,” former presidential adviser Jim Messina said on 
Monday. Writing for Politico Magazine, the always perceptive Bill Scher was also skeptical. The 
“few areas of ideological overlap don’t come close to outweighing the long list of issues where 
Sanders and Trump are practically opposites,” he wrote

But here’s the problem with that theory of the case: History shows us that when 
disenchantment with establishment politics and institutions is high, as it is today, voters 
don’t always vote along ideological lines.

But what if 20 percent of Sanders voters in key states defect to Trump, as they did 
in previous years? Could it be enough to swing an election?

The historical lesson for Hillary Clinton is clear: Watch the left flank, because it could very 
well swing to the right.

Read more: http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-
for-trump-213915#ixzz49h7pA8rW 
Follow us: @politico on Twitter | Politico on Facebook

http://www.politico.com/magazine/
http://www.politico.com/magazine/
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/05/jim-messina-bernie-sanders-trump-223466
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/05/jim-messina-bernie-sanders-trump-223466
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/2016-donald-trump-bernie-sanders-supporters-bernie-bros-213881
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/2016-donald-trump-bernie-sanders-supporters-bernie-bros-213881
http://api.addthis.com/oexchange/0.8/forward/facebook/offer?pco=tbx32nj-1.0&url=http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915&pubid=politico.com
http://api.addthis.com/oexchange/0.8/forward/facebook/offer?pco=tbx32nj-1.0&url=http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915&pubid=politico.com
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915#ixzz49h7pA8rW
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915#ixzz49h7pA8rW
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915#ixzz49h7pA8rW
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/05/why-bernies-bros-might-go-for-trump-213915#ixzz49h7pA8rW
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=bKDyiUp9mr3OhNab7jrHcU&u=politico
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=bKDyiUp9mr3OhNab7jrHcU&u=politico
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rf?id=bKDyiUp9mr3OhNab7jrHcU&u=Politico
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rf?id=bKDyiUp9mr3OhNab7jrHcU&u=Politico


Sanders Winning the Dem’s “Facebook Primary”





Looks Like the 2012 
Presidential Vote Map, 

Without the Democratic 
Support in the rural South, 
but Stronger Dem. Support 

in the interior West



Problem for Hillary Clinton?


